Year 9 Art – Curriculum Map
9 Ash


Autumn 1








Autumn 2




Spring 1







Artist Board Game
Describe & compare different art movements
Expressionism, Abstract, Pop, Op, Surrealism,
Impressionism
Create interesting research pages based on
the different art style
Accurately copy a famous painting
Research and design a board games idea
Create board game using Photoshop
Mixed Media Sweet Wrapper
Discuss Andy Warhol’s silk screen prints
based on food packaging
Observational drawings of food packaging
focusing on lettering
Copy a food wrapper design scaling it up to fill
an A2 sheet of paper
Divide the page into 4 sections and use
different media in each section, oil pastel,
pencil crayons, paint and collage
One and two point perspective
How to draw 3D shapes using perspective
Landscape drawing using one point perspective
Experiment with colour mixing to create
different shades of similar colours
Experiment with mark making to add texture
and detail.
Two point perspective drawing of a street
corner
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Artist Board Game
Describe & compare different art movements
Expressionism, Abstract, Pop, Op, Surrealism,
Impressionism
Create interesting research pages based on
the different art style
Accurately copy a famous painting
Research and design a board games idea
Create board game using Photoshop
Mixed Media Sweet Wrapper
Discuss Andy Warhol’s silk screen prints
based on food packaging
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One and two point perspective
How to draw 3D shapes using perspective
Landscape drawing using one point perspective
Experiment with colour mixing to create
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Experiment with mark making to add texture
and detail.
Two point perspective drawing of a street
corner
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Artist Board Game
Describe & compare different art movements
Expressionism, Abstract, Pop, Op, Surrealism,
Impressionism
Create interesting research pages based on
the different art style
Accurately copy a famous painting
Research and design a board games idea
Create board game using Photoshop
Mixed Media Sweet Wrapper
Discuss Andy Warhol’s silk screen prints
based on food packaging
Observational drawings of food packaging
focusing on lettering
Copy a food wrapper design scaling it up to fill
an A2 sheet of paper
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How to draw 3D shapes using perspective
Landscape drawing using one point perspective
Experiment with colour mixing to create
different shades of similar colours
Experiment with mark making to add texture
and detail.
Two point perspective drawing of a street
corner
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Spring 2







Summer 1








Summer 2







Weaving & Sewing
Create paper weaving
Create a fabric weave
Felt flower sewing and stitching kit
Carnival theme around the world
Design and make a banner on the following
countries India (Bollywood & Hinduism), Brazil
(rainforests), Africa (slavery) and China (New
Year celebrations).
Cross curriculum link with both English and
Humanities
Clay Sculpture
Drawings of Barbara Hepworth sculptures
using different grade pencils B-B6
Create a relief clay tile
Observation tile drawing using chalk pastels
Create a pinch pot and a coil pot
Stack the pots to create an abstract
sculpture
Print the fired sculpture
Advertising a theme
Discussion based on advertising and graphic
design
Discussion based on advertising and graphic
design Complementary colours
Work to a clients brief
Research theme
Design ideas
Final design idea using acrylic paint
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